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Neutron-diffraction experiments and polarization analysis techniques reveal that the metal-insulator
transition in the orthorhombic perovskites PrNi03 and NdNi03 is accompanied by a sudden three-
dimensional magnetic ordering of the Ni sites (pN;=0. 9p& ). The electronic localization is followed by a
magnetic ground state consisting of an unusual antiferromagnetic structure, with k=( 2,0, ~ ) relative to

the orthorhombic crystal cell. This propagation vector implies the symmetrical coexistence of ferro- and
antiferromagnetic couplings along the three pseudocubic axes. This suggests the existence of a nonuni-

form orbital distribution of the single e~ electron. The orbital superlattice may result from the break-
down of the degeneracy of the Ni'"(t2geg ) state due to electronic correlation. This type of spin arrange-
ment has not been observed in other perovskite oxides. These endings are con6rmed by the magnetic
behavior of the single crystallographic Nd site: half of these ions become ordered and the other half
remain disordered as in a simple paramagnet. This can be explained by the combination of polarization
effects due to the exchange 6eld from nickel moments and the breaking down of point symmetry at Ni
site.

I. INTRODUCl'lON

In a previous paper dealing with the structure aspects
of the nickel perovskites RNiOs (R =l.a, Pr, Nd, and
Sm), we reported' the existence of electronically induced
structural changes associated with the metal-insulator
(M-I) transition recently discovered in these oxides In.
Ref. 1, we gave evidence for a very subtle increase of the
Ni-0 bondlength (Ed';o=+0.004 A) going through
the transition which accounts for the change in the unit-
cell volume (hV/V „„=0.25%) and the changes of the
bent Ni-0-Ni angle. Such a subtle variation of the ortho-
rhombic distortion at the transition takes place apparent-
ly without any change in the crystallographic Pbnm sym-
metry (within the resolution of our neutron-diffraction
data). In Ref. 1, we concentrated on the analysis of the
structural anomalies at the electronic transition without
considering the magnetic behavior. The high-resolution
neutron-diffraction studies have been completed with po-
larized neutron experiments. The goal of these measure-
ments is to bring out information on the magnetic
behavior of these compounds in order to approach the
nature of the first-order breakdown of the metallic re-
gime. Here, we report the detailed results on the magnet-
ic properties of PrNi03 and NdNi03 below the electronic
transition. The unexpected findings are valuable infor-
mation in any attempt to explain the nature of the band

gap, and to build up the electronic ground state in these
oxides.

The fundamental electronic energies determining the
conductivity and band gaps of 3d transition-metal (TM)
compounds have been a controversial topic since 1973
when Boer and Verwey pointed out that standard one-
electron band theory breaks down in predicting the insu-
lating state of many of these compounds. The discovery
of superconductivity in copper oxides has stimulated a
very intense effort in order to get an overall understand-
ing of their basic electronic processes. Actua11y, bc.th
Coulomb correlations within the TM 3d bands (Mott-
Hubbard gap), and screening effects by charge transfer
from the anion p bands (charge-transfer gap) in oxides,
halides, and sulfides are included in the framework
developed by Zaanen, Sawtzky, and Allen. According to
this emerging picture, Torrance et al. ,

' studied a large
number of TM oxides by using a simple ionic model in
order to estimate the differences between the two relevant
energies (b„the charge-transfer energy, and U, the corre-
lation energy). The estimations for classical examples of
proposed Mott-Hubbard compounds as V203, Ti203
Ti203 or RTi03 (R, rare earth), appear well located near
the boundary which separates sma11-U insulators and
metals. However, for the R Ni03 compounds, the
differences between 6 and U values locate them very
close to the boundary separating "low-6 metals*'
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(b, & W=dispersional bandwidth) from "charge-transfer
insulators" ( W& b & U). Such estimations are found to
be consistent with the discovery of a first-order metal-
insulator transition in nickel perovskites with 8 =Pr,
Nd, Sm, and Eu, in which the transition temperatures
strongly decreases as the size of the rare-earth cation in-
creases. According to Refs. 1, 6, and 7 the transition
could be related to the opening of a d L-d charge-
transfer gap by virtue of important covalent transfer be-
tween metal 3d and anion p states. As pointed out in
Refs. 1 and 7, the thermally driven straightening out of
the Ni-0-Ni angle in RNiO& should lead to the overlap of
the upper and lower subbands around EF and the gap
closing above TMi (the metal-insulator transition temper-
ature).

A mechanism, the "negative charge-transfer gap,
" has

been proposed recently in connection with the photo-
emission spectra of NaCu02. Calculations by Mizokawa
et al. are consistent with a negative d "~d"+'L charge-
transfer energy for some formally trivalent oxides, which
results in a ground state dominated by a d"+'L
configuration. Thus, a d L configuration (instead of
d [Ni + ]) has been invoked also in relation to some nick-
elates such as LiNi02 or RNiO& (see for instance Refs. 8
and 9). As hinted by the analysis of photoemission spec-
tra of Li-doped NiO, ' the possibility of a d L
configuration requires further investigation.

Concerning the magnetic behavior of RNiOi, little is
known. Demazeau et al. " reported a maximum in the
susceptibility of the insulators YNiO& (T~=145 K) and
LuNiO& (T&=130 K). In Ref. 7, p+ spin rotation was
used to determine the evolution of the magnetic ordering
temperature with the rare-earth size, showing that the
magnetic transition is driven by the M-I transition for Pr
and Nd rare earths, but is independent of it for Sm and
smaller rare earths. This paper gives a complete descrip-
tion of the magnetic structures and magnetic behavior of
PrNi03 and NdNi03 as revealed by neutron-difFraction
experiments. A short first account of the magnetic
behavior of the nickel sublattice was given in Ref. 12. All
the points concerned with the crystal structure have been
thoroughly discussed in Ref. 1 and will not be repeated
here. In the present article we give a more detailed
analysis of the unexpected magnetic ordering of Ni ions,
which has been confirmed by the study of the magnetic
behavior of the rare-earth sublattices.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II is devoted to
experimental details about neutron experiments. The
magnetic nature of the extra weak diffraction peaks ap-
pearing below the metal-insulator transition is shown in
Sec. III, and interpreted in terms of an unusual magnetic
ordering of Ni moments in Secs. IV and V. The details of
the magnetic structure determination are presented in the
Appendix. Finally, in Secs. VI and VII, we discuss the
implications of the magnetic structure on the electronic
structure of Ni ions.

II. EXPERIMENT

PrNi03 and NdNi03 powder samples were the same as
those in Ref. 1. The results reported in this paper come

from two types of experiments at the Institut Laue-
Langevin in Grenoble (France}: (i) neutron-diffraction
measurements on the high-Bux powder diffractometer
D1B {A,=2.52 A) from 1.5 K to room temperature and
(ii) polarized neutron difFraction in the triple-axis spec-
trometer IN20 {A,=2.34 A }. D1B was used to follow the
thermal evolution of the main magnetic reflections be-
cause of its resolution at low scattering angles and the
fixed position of its position sensitive detector. The de-
tails about D1B experiments have been already described
in Ref. 2.

IN20 is equipped for polarization analysis, allowing the
separation of magnetic scattering. A Heusler polarizer
monochromator providing an incident energy of 14.9
meV (A, =2.34 A) was used. A pyrolytic graphite filter
removes high-order (A, /2) contamination. Variable cur-
vature horizontally magnetized Heusler [111] crystals
were used either as monochromator polarizer and
analyzer. A small magnetic field ( —15 Oe) was imposed
at the sample position, and its direction fixed to be always
parallel to the momentum transfer (P~~Q}. With this
geometry, magnetic scattering produces the spin inver-
sion of the polarized incoming neutrons, contributing to
the spin-flip (SF) channel.

The data from D1B measurements were analyzed fol-
lowing the Rietveld method by using the STRAP package
programs. ' In particular we used the program
FULLPROF for both single and sequential refinements.
The evolution of the magnetic parameters was obtained
from sequential refinements where the nuclear structure
variation was also included.

IG. MAGNETIC ORIGIN OF THE SMALL
DIFFRACTION PEAKS IN THE INSULATING REGIME

Diffraction patterns revealed the presence of very weak
reflections below TM, in PrNi03 and NdNiOi (see also
Refs. 1 and 2}. They completely vanish at TM, and are
no longer visible in the metallic regime. As shown in
Figs. 1 (PrNiO)& and 2 (NdNi03), they can be indexed
with integer indices in a lattice with doubled a and c axes
relative to the orthorhombic crystal cell (a =5.389
[5.419), b =5.382 [5.380], c =7.610 [7.626] A for PrNiO
[NdNiOi]); these superlattice reflections are defined by
the wave vector k=( —,', 0, —,'), belonging to the point T of
the Brillouin zone (space group Pbnrn ). In order to in-
vestigate their nature, polarization analysis experiments
were conducted as described above. Because of the P~~Q
geometry used, any single magnetic scattering process is
counted in the spin-flip (SF) channel. Measurements
were performed around the most intense reflections
[(—,',0, —,'), ( —,', 1, —,'), and the nuclear (1,1,0)] at 1.5 K and
100 K for NdNiO3, and at 1.5 K for PrNi03. The re-
sults, after being corrected for the Sipping ratio
(80=13),are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In these figures the
( —,', —,', —,'} magnetic reflection from the small amount of
NiO (&2%), included as an impurity phase in the
refinements, is also present.

Two conclusions can be drawn from Figs. 3: First,
they prove the magnetic origin of the superlattice
k=( —,',0, —,

' ) below TMi, and, second, the flat non-spin-flip
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signal (NSF) at the ( —,',0, —,
'

) and ( —,', 1,—,
'

) positions
confirms the absence of any significant nuclear-scattering
contributing to them. Therefore, the only detected
structural changes are those described in Ref. 1. Within
this context, it is also interesting to note that the appear-
ance of identical magnetic features just below TM& (see
Figs. 1 and 2} reveals the same magnetic ordering in both
compounds.

Furthermore, there are changes in the diffraction in-
tensities of the Nd compound below T-30 K (Figs. 2
and 4). As previously proposed by Lacorre et al. , they
correspond to the magnetic ordering of the Nd sublattice
and will be described later. We would first like to focus
our attention on the problem of the magnetic order of the
transition metal.

IV. MAGNETIC ORDER OF Ni MOMENTS

200

175-
160 K

The arrangement of magnetic moments has been found
with the help of group-theoretical calculations. In the
Appendix the search for the possible magnetic structures
in PrNi03 and NdNi03 is thoroughly detailed. The vec-
tor k lies on the surface of the first Brillouin zone and has
the full symmetry of the space group (G&=Pbnm ). The

group of the propagation vector has only two irreducible
bidimensional representations (see Table III) and the cor-
responding basis functions for the Ni sublattices can be
written in terms of the magnetic modes given in Table
IV.

In the case of PrNi03, several magnetic structures, ob-
tained by linear combinations of the basis functions given
in Table IV, fit the experimental difFraction pattern
correctly. This is due to the weakness of the magnetic
rejections as well as to some intrinsic degeneracy dis-
cussed in the Appendix. However, the consideration that
the spin arrangement of Ni sublattices should be similar
to that of NdNi03, where Nd ions order at low tempera-
ture, leads us to prefer a magnetic structure that is very
close to (F„,O, O). That is the first partner of the basis
function of the first representation with null magnetic
components parallel to the y and z axes. Ni moments
within the crystallographic unit cell are ferromagnetically
aligned and parallel to x. The magnetic moments of the
unit cell with origin at R are inverted according to the
phase factor exp I 2milgRI. The same alignment but with
the spins pointing parallel to z (namely F, } also fits

correctly the data How. ever, the magnetic intensities of
NdNi03, once Nd becomes ordered, can only be repro-
duced, with the Ni moments nearly aligned parallel to x,
and therefore the F, mode appears unlikely in PrNi03
and can be rejected. The fit to the experimental patterns
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FIG. 1. Portions of neutron-di6'raction patterns of PrNi03,
above (160 K) and below (120 K) the electronic transition tem-
perature ( TM& = 135 K). The y-axis scale (intensity) has been ex-
panded to show the weak reflections in the insulating regime.

FIG. 2. Di8'raction patterns of NdNi03 showing the appear-
ance of the k=( 2,0, z ) weak reflections below TM& =200 K and

their evolution at low temperatures (see explanation in the text).
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by considering the E„magnetic order are shown in Figs.
5(a) (PrNi03 at 1.5 K) and 5(b) (NdNi03 at 50 K). The
saturated magnetic moments of Ni sites for PrNi03 and
NdNi03 are, respectively, 0.93(1) and 0.92(5)ps/Ni ion.
The usual nuclear and magnetic agreement factors are
given in Table I.

An important result is the saturated ordered moment
being very close to 1pz per Ni ion in PrNi03 and
NdNi03, ' that is, consistent with the low-spin Ni"'
(S=

—,) state for nickel. The possibility of high-spin Ni +

and holes at oxygens has also been examined. We have
considered the alternative of magnetic holes "shared" by

all the oxygens in a wide 2p band. But such a situation
would imply a magnetic form factor for anions
(Ijf=n (j0)2, where n is the effective number of un-

paired electrons in 2p orbitals), falling down much more
rapidly with scattering angle than that of Ni'u or Ni
Therefore, magnetic moments at oxygen sites would con-
tribute mainly to the first magnetic re6ection ( —,',0, —,

' ). As
no significant deviation from the intensity calculated as-
suming the spherical form factor of Ni"' has been detect-
ed, there is no reason to suppose that the situation de-
scribed above exists. However, we have also checked
whether a "localized" magnetic moment on the oxygen
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bridging a pair of ferromagnetically coupled "Ni'
could exist. The refinement converges to a negligible
magnetic moment on the oxygen sites and the moment of
Ni ions goes to 0.9p&. In addition, if the magnetic mo-
ment at Ni sites is fixed to 2p~, and only the oxygen mo-
ments are refined, a very poor reliability index

(RM, =70%) is obtained.
Furthermore, the possibility of a non-equal-moment

magnetic structure was also checked and a solution of
this type was found in PrNi03. But, as extensively dis-
cussed in the Appendix, the consideration of the com-
bined magnetic order of Nd and Ni in NdNi03 (see Table
II and Appendix) leads us to prefer the Ni equal-moment
structure as the actual physical solution in both com-
pounds.

The magnetic structure (Fig. 6) can be described
as alternating layers perpendicular to [001]:
A+A+A A A+A+A 3 3+3+ where the
moments within one nickel A layer are perpendicular to

the bc plane and ordered as shown in I'ig. 6. In Ni layers
labeled "A " all the spins are inverted with respect to
the "A +" ones. Another way to visualize the magnetic
structure is to consider it as a stacking
(++——++——) of "ferromagnetic planes" perpen-
dicular to the pseudocubic direction [111],. The atomic
Ni planes are parallel to the lattice planes (101)s, i.e., per-
pendicular to the propagation vector. As far as we know,
this magnetic ordering has not been observed before in an
oxide with perovskite structure.

Figure 7 shows the thermal evolution of the magnetic
moments in the Ni sublattice down to 1.5 K as obtained
from sequential refinements. Since measurements were
performed while continuously increasing temperature,
the disappearance of magnetic order concomitant with
the electronic delocalization is even sharper than that
represented in this figure. Thus, what Fig. 7 represents is
the first-order formation of localized moments at nickel
sites when decreasing temperature. In PrNi03 and

NdNi03 they order as soon as these compounds become
insulators: in PrNi03 TM moments are completely sa-

turated to —

lpga

(Ni"' low spin) below TM, (TM, =135
K), whereas in NdNi03 (TM, =200 K) they are fully sa-

turated only below -160 K, confirming that the virtual
Neel temperature (T~) is actually higher than TM, . The
thermal evolution close to the M-I transition in NdNi03
(Fig. 7) suggests a virtual Neel temperature located some-
where in the temperature range between 210 and 250 K.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the 1.5 and 100 K spin-flip signals in
NdNi03 for (a) the ( 2,0, 2 ) and (b) ( —,', I, —,

'
) magnetic reflections

(see explanation in the text).

Figures 2 and 4 show significant variations in the inten-
sity of ( —,', 0, —,

' ), ( —,',0, —,
' ), ( —,', 0, —', ), and ( —,', 2, —', ) magnetic

rejections in NdNi03, occurring below -30 K. Obvi-
ously these changes arise from the ordering of Nd mag-
netic moments: such a phenomenon at such high temper-
atures has already been observed in NdzNiO~ (Ref. 15)
and is mainly due to the polarization of Nd + moments
in the presence of the exchange field from nickel, rather
than from the Nd-Nd interactions.

As the rare earth is located between two planes of Ni
octahedra, there are eight nearest Ni neighbors around
each Nd atom (four above and four below). By looking at
Figs. 6 and 8, two different resultant exchange fields at
the only crystallographic position occupied by neodymi-
um can be distinguished: (i) for those Nd + ions in be-
tween A+ —A+ or A —A nickel layers, the net ex-
change field created by the nickel moments is non-null.
We call those Nd layers B+ and B,respectively (again,"+","—"represent inverted moments). (ii) However,
the situation is completely different for the remaining half
of Nd ions, those Nd which occupy positions between
A+ —A [or A —A+] magnetically ordered nickel
layers. For them, the expected exchange field is close to
zero or vanishingly small. We call these Nd layers 8 .
Both, 8—+ and 8 -type layers are displayed in Fig. 8.

In agreement with this analysis, the measurements re-
veal that only half of Nd moments are ordered: 4 of the
total correspond to Nd 1ayers of type 8+ and the remain-
ing —,

' to 8 . The other half of Nd + moments (at 8-
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type layers) remain disordered and behave as simple
paramagnets.

This curious situation for a structure having only one
Nd crystallographic site (Pbnm space group) is the conse-
quence of the breaking down of symmetry manifested by
the particular magnetic order of Ni and is imposed

by the propagation vector k=( —,',0, —,'). Experimentally,

JN~ N; & 0 (antiferromagnetic coupling, see Fig. 8).
The magnetic structure of neodymium sublattices (Fig.

8) can be represented by the basis function ( V, ,O, V, )

(see the Appendix), from the first irreducible repre-

TABLE I. Magnetic structures of PrNi03 and NdNi03 and agreement factors.

Temperature

Ni ions:
(I'„,Cy, 6, ):
mz- (Ni):
R ions:
(v„-,v„+,v;):
mz-(Rl &)(S+ layers)
m T(R» )(S layers)

NdNi03
50 K

[0.94(4),0,0]
0.94(4)pz

NdNi03
1.5 K

[0.89(4),0, —0. 14(6)]
0.92(5)p

[2.05(8),0, —0.48(10)]
2. 11{10)p,&

0

PrNi03
1.5 K

[0.93(1),0,0]
093(1)p'.

RN (%)
AG {%)

x'

4.96
84
2.49

4.57
9.6
2.77

5.01
8.5
2.43
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sentation tp, ( T, ) of 6, , : being V =m-
m(Nd, ) =m (Nd~), and m (Ndz) =m (Nd3 ) =0.

Including this model in structure factor calculationcons,
the refined Nd moments at B layers and 1.5 K are
2.11(10)tMil/Nd ion (m[Nd, ]=(2.05,0, —0.48) ). The
refinements (see Fig. 9 and Table II) confirm the direction
of these moments nearly parallel to x.

In Fig. 10 we have represented the thermal evolution
of the ordered moments in NdNi0$. At 1.5 K m(Nd) is
still not saturated. It is possible to estimate the exchange
field seen by Nd + ions located in B -type magnetic lay-
ers in order to determine the antiferromagnetic exchange
coupling JNd N;. Without taking into account the
crystal-field structure, the simplest way is to consider an
exchange magnetic field H,„,applied to a temperature-
independent moment of saturated value mo(Nd). In the
scope of the mean-field approximation, the exchange
magnetic field created by the ordered Ni moments at the
site of a Nd atom in a B*layer is given by

He„,=2zJN& N; ( SN; ) .

Before saturation, the thermal averaged magnetic mo-
ment of the Nd atoms is given by

(mN&[T) ) =Nmo(Nd)L(x ),

M 2a

~~MW ~&'i)a~~~~~m h—m

R EX

2
p

2

lk

bM= b

Ni A Layer

(a)

$ $
3z r

x-y

h k I Iobs(u )

1/2 0 1/2

1/2 0 3/2
1/2 1 1/2

1/2 1 3/2
3/2 0 1/2

1/2 0 5/2
3/2 0 3/2
3/2 1 1/2

1/2 1 5/2
3/2 1 3/2
1/2 2 1/2

3/2 0 5/2
1/2 2 3/2

1/2 1 7/2
5/2 0 3/2
1/2 2 5/2
5/2 1 1/2
3/2 2 3/2

3/2 0 7/2
5/2 1 3/2

2.9(1.1)

88.6(1.9)

3.3(0.9)

25.5(1.7)

3.9(0.8)

20.0(1.4)

22.5(2.2)

2.7(1.3)

NdNi03
Model 1 Model 2

Iconic Icaic

3.43.4

PrNiQ3

I.b, (~)

7.9(0.4) 8.7

93.9 89.0 12.9(0.4) 13.3

3.7 7.9 5.5(0.5) 5.6

26.5 20.1 4.8(0.6) 4.0

4.4 8.4 6.1(0.5) 6.5

16.2 15.4 2.3(0.4) 2.6

24.9 22.5 5.0(0.7) 3.9

0.4

~M.g(%%u~): 9.6 24.3 8.5

TABLE II. Experimental and calculated integrated magnetic
intensities of PrNiO& and NdNiO& at 1.5 K. The intensities

I=gjL~Ft ~
are given in barns/unit cell. The calculated inten-

sities for the independent clusters correspond to the magnetic
structures model 1 (Ni3+ LS equal Ni moments) and model 2

(Ni + nonequal Ni moments) as detailed in the Appendix.
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the ordered nickel mag-
netic moments in PrNi03 and NdNi03 from the full refinement

of the whole diffraction patterns. The first-order-like disappear-
ance of ordered moments of the M-I transition (indicated by ar-
rows) is shown; note the nonsaturated Ni moments in NdNiO1
above T-150K.

FIG. 6. (a) Magnetic arrangement of Ni moments in one of
the nickel xy A layers. The different shading of the octahedra

would correspond to the occupation of either d 2 or
3z —1.

d 2 2-type orbitals. The crystallographic and magnetic unit

cell, as well as the pseudocubic subcell in the (001) plane

are displayed. (b) The three-dimensional magnetic ordering

consists on the alternance of inverted layers:
A+A+A A A+A+A A A+A+ along [001].
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Ni
A-type layer

Na"
B -type layer

ordered

Ni

A-type layer

0 Nd ~ Ni

L (x ) being the Langevin function and

rno(Nd)H, „,
k, T

Fitting the thermal evolution of the ordered moment
( m Nz [t ]) (Fig. 10) to the above equation, we obtain the
value JNs N;

=—0.04(1}meV (the minus sign comes from
the magnetic structure), and hence H,„,=2.5(2) T, with

mo(Nd} =2.7(3}ps. This antiferromagnetic exchange in-

tegral is lower than that between Nd and Ni ions as
determined in NdzNi04 [JNs N;

= —0.6(2) meV, Ref. 15],
where the polarization effects on the rare earth are al-
ready visible below 70-80 K.

Contrary to the behavior of the Kramers Nd3+ ion, the
neutron-diffraction patterns of PrNi03 do not show
changes associated with the polarization of Pr + mo-
ments at low temperature. This fact is consistent with a
singlet ground state of Pr +. The absence of ordered mo-
ments at Pr sites at low temperature, then, is in agree-
ment with the Van Vleck behavior found below =25 K
from susceptibility measurements. '

VI. INTERPRETATION OF THE MAGNETIC
STRUCI tJRE: ORBITAL SUPERLATTICE

Ni

A + type layer

3+ P

B type layer

oaramaanetic

Op

Op

Ki
A tvne laver

O Nd «Ni

FIG. 8. Magnetic ordering of Nd + ions at low temperatures.
Even if Nd only occupies one crystallographic position in the
Pbnm symmetry, the figure shows the two magnetically different
Nd layers resulting from the exchange field created by the nick-
el magnetic structure: (a) B+ layers~Nd + moments in be-
tween A *—A + nickel layers are polarized at low temperature.
(b) 8 layers —+Nd + moments in between A +—A + nickel lay-
ers remain paramagnetic. The different shading of the octahe-
dra corresponds to the proposed occupation of either d & or

3z r
d 2 2-type orbitals.

Before analyzing the relevance of the magnetic struc-
ture, we would like to emphasize the implications of our
results on the electronic state of the TM ion. One con-
clusion drawn from photoemission and x-ray absorption
spectroscopies on Li-doped NiO and La2 „Sr„Ni04
(O~x ~1.15) (Ref. 10) is that compensating holes have
more 0 2p character than Ni 3d. In the literature,
several spin and charge states for TM bonded to 0 ions
have been proposed, and there is no general agreement
about the trivalent state for nickel in systems such as
LiNi02, NaNiOz, AgNi02, or LaNi03. '

From the present neutron-diffraction experiments im-
portant conclusions arise, namely the saturated magnetic
moment at the Ni site is very close to 1p~ for both Pr
and Nd, compounds and there is no significant magnetic
moment at the oxygen sites. This, together with the care-
ful examination of the crystal structure, ' the magnetic
behavior of rare earth, and the analysis of the x-ray ab-
sorption experiments, allows us to draw a simple and
coherent picture to describe the starting point for the
electronic ground state in the insulating regime of R Ni03
(R =Pr,Nd). At low temperature the Ni iona behave as
ionic low spin Ni" (S=

—,
' ). This picture is equivalent to

saying that a strong eB'ective crystal field (covalency)
overcomes the Hund rule, and the electronic structure of
the Ni ions is given, in first approximation, as
4, = ~d ) = (t~~es ). The true ground state should be de-
scribed by VG=a~d )+P~d L)+y~d L ) which,
neglecting y, gives a magnetic moment greater than 1pz
at the Ni site if the zero-point spin reduction of antifer-
romagnets is neglected. The opposite effect of covalence
and spin reduction gives an observed magnetic moment
which apparently corresponds to a pure Ni (S=

—,
' ) ion-

ic state. For the following qualitative discussion we
adopt the ionic limit tz e' of E symmetry and compati-
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FIG. 9. Details of the refined nuclear and
magnetic diffraction patterns of NdNi03 at 1.5
K by including the Nd and Ni magnetic order-
ing described in the text.
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FIG. 10. (a) Temperature dependence of Ni and Nd ordered
magnetic moments in NdNi03 from the refinements. (b)
DifFerent thermal evolution of neodymium moments, showing
the polarization of Nd'+ ions at B+-type layers, whereas those
at B' layers remain paramagnetic (see explanation in the text).
The full line corresponds to the mean-field calculations as de-
scribed in the text.

ble with Jahn-Teller effect.
We want to stress the relevance of the magnetic struc-

ture being very difFerent from the expected antiferromag-
netically coupled S=—,

' Ni' (t2 e') spins as proposed by
Demazeau et al. for YNi03 and LuNi03. To our
knowledge, the k=( —,',0, —,') spin arrangement is unique in
transition-metal oxides with perovskite structure. As
shown in Fig. 6, this wave vector determines a period in
the structure which is four times the Ni-Ni distance, and
implies the quadrupling of the three cell axes relative to
the pseudocubic subcell.

We have to keep in mind that the magnetic structure
corresponding to the propagation vector ( —,', 0, —,

'
) cannot

be stabilized for nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange in-
tegrals of the same sign and absolute values greater than
for any other neighbors, which is usually the case for the
180' TM-0-TM exchange topology in perovskite oxides
(see, for instance, Ref. 17). Therefore, the only way to
stabilize a ( —,',0, —,') magnetic structure is to accept that
NN interactions have different signs as reflected by the
magnetic structure: we have as many ferromagnetic cou-
plings (F) between nearest Nint neighbors as antiferro-
magnetic (AF) ones (see Fig. 6). And this is in contradic-
tion with a uniform distribution of the single es electron.
Each Ni is coupled ferromagnetically to three nearest
neighbors and antiferromagnetically to the remaining
three through the oxygens at the vertices of the octahe-
dra; this is symmetrically achieved, in such a way that F
and AF Ni-0-Ni couplings form pairs related by the in-
version center at the Ni site in the space group Pbnm.
The crystallographic inaersion center at the ¹i site disap-
pears in the magnetic structure. The magnetic couplings
to a given Ni atom, hereafter labeled Ni, are identical
along the three pseudocubic perovskite axes. For any
bonding direction ([1,1,0], [1,—1,0], and [0,0,1]) they are
always of the form

N1 —0 —N1-
F . 1 . . . AF

By regarding the electronic configuration of Ni ', with
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only one electron in the e -type orbitals, we believe that
the appearance of such k =(—,',0, —,

' ) magnetic structure re-

sults from the set up of an orbital superlattice. Whereas
the tzz orbitals are expected to be fully occupied, the

d3 & 2 and d» orbitals (forming subbands by hybridi-

zation with the 0 2p orbitals) are probably nondegenerate
due to the orthorhombic distortion; but the difference in
energy between them may be very small (as suggested by
the nearly perfect NiO& octahedra'), perhaps not very
different from the intraatomic ferromagnetic exchange
(Hund rule). Considering the weakly interacting Ni
atoms in the insulating state (each with one es electron
apiece} the competition between intraatomic exchange
correlations (trying to align neighboring e electrons
parallel and occupying different orbitals) and the energy
gain by the electrons occupying the lower orbital can lead
to a ground state in which the lattice breaks up into two
sublattices, each with predominantly one of the d3 2

or d 2 ~ orbitals half occupied. ' Thus, from the
x —y

Goodenough-Kanamori rules, NN Ni atoms with the
electron at the same orbital will be AF coupled and those
with a different orbital occupancy will prefer to align
their S=

—,
' spins parallel. The different shading of the oc-

tahedra in Figs. 6 and 8 corresponds to the proposed
different orbital occupation. Cyrot and Lyon-Caen' in-
vestigated the effects of the orbital degeneracy and intraa-
tomic Coulomb-exchange interactions in narrow band
solids by using a doubly degenerate Hubbard model and
one electron per atom in a square lattice. They found a
ground state consisting of an orbital superlattice (AF or-
bital ordering).

We call to mind that the high-resolution neutron mea-
surements do not reveal any change in the crystallo-
graphic symmetry of the orthorhombic structure (Ref. 1).
As there is no signi6cant deformation of the lattice with
respect to the metallic phase, we believe that the pro-
posed orbital superlattice may have a difFerent origin
from that of LaMn03 due to the cooperative Jahn-Teller
effect. The idea of the pure intra-atomic exchange as re-
sponsible for the orbital superlattice, proposed by Cyrot
and Lyon-Caen in their simpli6ed model may explain the
behavior of PrNi03 and NdNi03 below T«. The con-
comitant striction-driven distortion of the nuclear struc-
ture, if existent, is too small to be observed with our ex-
perimental technique.

VII. PHASE DIAGRAM

Finally, let us make some comments on the relation-
ship between the magnetic structure and the meta1-
insulator transition. Figure 11 displays the phase dia-
gram as a function of the tolerance factor
[t =(dz o)IW2(dN; o)] reported by Torrance et al. ,
that was completed simply by introducing the unusual
magnetic structure below the "metal-magnetic-insulator"
boundary. A natural doubt concerns the nature of the
still unknown AF ordering in the compounds with
R =Sm, Eu, Y, and Lu. The nature and sign of the ex-
change interactions are associated with the orbital order-
ing, the stability of which seems to be disrupted by the

1,00
500

Rare-Earth ianic Radtus (angstroms)
'1. jo 1.20

~ 400

~~ 300

~ 200
0

~~

~ 100
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0
0,86 0.88

La

0.90 0,92 0.94
Tolerance Factor

FIG. 11. Phase diagram of RNi03 compounds including the
magnetically ordered, metallic and insulator regimes as a func-
tion of the tolerance factor t[t=(ds.p)/v 2(dN'a)] (modified
from Ref. 7). The symmetrical coexistence of F and AF cou-
plings of Ni moments below the "metal-magnetic-insulator"
boundary suggest the presence of an orbital superlattice. The
nature of the AF ordering in the more distorted compounds
(R =Sm, Eu, Y, and Lu) is still unknown.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Neutron-difFraction experiments and polarization
analysis techniques have revealed a sudden formation of
localized magnetic moment at Ni sites and ordering in
RNi03 (R:Pr and Nd) across the first-order metal-
insulator transition (pN;=0. 9ps, low spin Ni "tzgeg
state). A magnetic structure with a wave vector
k=( —,',0, —,') has been discovered in a perovskite oxide.

closing of the gap in the compounds with a metal-
magnetic-insulator boundary as PrNi03 and NdNi03.
Then, the formation of the same magnetic structure in
the more distorted compounds (R =Sm~Lu), for which
there is a clear separation between Tz and TM&, is uncer-
tain. Two distinct scenarios can be imagined: (i) The
magnetic order is not directly related to the metal-
magnetic insulator boundary but to the presence of only
one es electron. In such a case, the k=( —,',0, —,

' }magnetic
arrangement should exist as well with R=Sm~Lu
below Tz. We would expect the special orbital distribu-
tion to exist in the insulating but magnetically disordered
regime in the more distorted compounds as well. (ii) The
usual G-type AF spin configuration [k=(0,0,0)] occurs
with R =Sm~Lu due to a uniform ground state and a
simple Ni-0-Ni AF coupling. The magnetically ordered
region in Fig. 11 would then be split in two subdomains
with different antiferromagnetic structures. In such a
case the metallic state in PrNi03 and NdNi03 com-
pounds should play an important role in the stabilization
of the present magnetic structure. The physics of the
problem may be, then, related to a spin-density-wave-like
behavior.
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The propagation vector found implies the quadrupling of
the pseudocubic perovskite subcell (with lattice parame-
ters corresponding to one Ni-Ni distance) along the three
axes. In PrNi03 and NdNi03 this magnetic superstruc-
ture necessarily implies the disappearance of the inver-
sion center at Ni site in the Pbnm space group, and is in
contradiction with a uniform distribution of the single e
electron. The observed symmetrical coexistence of ferro
and antiferromagnetic couplings suggests the existence of
an orbital superlattice which may result from the break-
down of the degeneracy of the eg state due to electronic
correlation. These conclusions are also corroborated by
the magnetic behavior of Nd ions. Further experimental
work is required to investigate the possible extensions of
some of these conclusions to the more distorted RNi03
compounds.
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE
MAGNETIC STRUCTURES BASED ON GROUP THEORY

The possible magnetic structures have been studied by
using group theory. The method, developed by Bertaut'
and extended by many others (see for instance Ref. 20),
consists of looking for the irreducible representations

(irep) of the wave-vector group and their basis functions
that describe the possible magnetic structures. For each
combination of basis functions, one has to systematically
check the agreement between the observed and calculated
diffraction patterns.

The wave vector k=( —,',0, —,
'

) is referred to the conven-
tional crystallographic reciprocal basis and corresponds
to the point T of the Brillouin zone. ' The wave-vector
group coincides with the whole space group because k is
invariant under all the point-group symmetry operations:
Gl, =Pbnm Th.e ireps of a nonsymmorphic space group,
as Pbnm, when the wave vector belongs to the surface of
the Brillouin zone, are not easy to obtain. The represen-
tations can be found by difi'erent methods: one can con-
sult the tables given by Bradley and Cracknell ' or those
by Kovalev or use the program KAREP, for instance,
or deduce the representations by hand. All of these
methods give the same result (or equivalent, by a similari-
ty transformation). We shall follow Ref. 19, where an ex-
plicit method is given for finding all the representations
of Gl, =Pbnm, k being an invariant point at the surface of
the Brillouin zone. All the relevant information concern-
ing the explicit form of the ireps of Pbnm for k=( —,',0, —,

'
)

is summarized in Table III.
In Table IV we give the basis functions of the two ireps

for the special positions occupied by the Ni atoms and
the rare earth, obtained by applying standard projection
operators formulas. Three sets of basis functions (corre-
sponding to the three directions x,y, z) are generated, be-
cause the magnetic reducible representation' ' contains
three times each irep. Two notations are used, the
numeric form corresponds to the "atomic vector corn-
ponents" of the basis functions as defined by Yzyumov

TABLE III. Representations of the space group 61,=(1i& 01')=Pbnm obtained with the method of Ref. 19. The explicit form of
the Pbnm symmetry operators is given in a notation based in Hermann-Mauguin symobls (IT), as well as in Bradley and Cracknell
(BC) and Kovalev's (K) notations (only rotational part is given).

Coset representatives, relationships with the generators, I2,„,2,~, 1 j (GK), and equivalent positions (EP) of G=Pbnm
K IT BC GR EP

h,
h2

h3

h4

h25

hz6

h

h2g

1

21x

21y

21z

1

b

I lioooj

I c,I lo —
—,
'

I

j T[oooI

{u, I
10——' j

1

21x

21y

21x 2 ly

(1)
21„(1)
21y'(1)

21 2ly (1)

(x,y, z)
(-,'+x, —,

' —y, —z)
( —' —x —'+y -' —z)
(1—x, —y, ——'+z)

( —x, —y, —z)
(1 1+y z)

(1+x,y, —
2
—z)

0 1

1 0

Representations can be written in terms of the following two-dimensional matrices:

0 1
Al =

1 0
A2=

1
A3=

0
0

Matrices of the two irreducible representations (Tl, T&):
1 21x 2ly 2lz

Tl
T2

A}
Al

—A 1

Al
A3
A3

—A 2

A2

—A 3

A3
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m; (0)= gM' 4g,(i),
vk,a

(Al)

and co-workers, and the symbolic one (F, 6, A, C) cor-
responds to the linear combinations of magnetic moments
attached to each sublattice of a Wyckoff site, as used by
Bertaut. '

The possible magnetic structures can be represented by
linear combinations of atomic vector components of the
basis functions given in Table IV. Combination of basis
functions of the two representations should also be con-
sidered, as the magnetic ordering appears in a first-order
phase transition. For a particular, Wyckoff site, with
several sublattices, the component a(=x,y, z) of the
magnetic moment at the sublattice "i" within the refer-
ence cell is given by

where the indices v(= 1,2) and A, (= 1,2) label the ireps
and the different partners (equal to the dimension of the
irep). The magnetic moments in the unit cell with origin
in the lattice point R are related to those within the unit
cell at the origin by

m, (R)=m;(0)expI2mk RI . (A2)

The mixing coe%cients M& have to be determined from
the experiment and determine the magnitude and direc-
tion of the magnetic moments. It is clear that two-
dimensional ireps allow linear combination of basis func-
tions that can lead to magnetic structures with nonequal
magnetic moments. If different partners are mixed,
within the same or different ireps of the basis functions
given in Table IV, with equal coeScients non-equal-

TABLE IV. Basis functions.

Basis functions for Ni site Ni1(2, 0,0), Ni2(2, 0, —,'), Ni3(0, —,', 2), and Ni4(0, —,',0).
Ni1 Ni2 Ni3 Ni4

(100)
{010)
{001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(F„,C,G, )

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(G„,Ay, F )

T2

2

2

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

( A„,Gy, C, )

(C„,Fy, A, )

where F=m1™2™3™4, G=m1 ™+m3 ™4,C=m1™ 2 ™3™4,A=m1 ™2™3™4.

R2

Basis functions for the rare-earth site (real representation)

R1 R3

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(v„-,v,+, v, )

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

( w„-,e;+,e'- )

2

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(v„+,v„-,v,+)

T2

with V*=m1km4 W*=m2+m3.

(100)
(010)
(001)

(100)
(010)
(001)

(e'+, w„-,w,+)
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moment magnetic structures can be obtained for the case
of the Ni site. For instance, M", =Mz (Vv, a) implies
that only two of the four Ni ions have an ordered mag-
netic moment. The same condition applied to Nd site
gives an equal-moment magnetic structure for Nd sublat-
tices.

There are no general extinction rules for the propaga-
tion vector k=( —,', 0, —,') in the case of ordering of both
sites R and Ni. The magnetic structure factor (for the Ni
sublattices) for a reflection Q/2r=H+k=(h+ —,', k, l+
—,
' } is given by

I=f (H+k) gq; +2( —1)"+"+'[q,qz
—qzq~], (A4)

which could be zero only for special values and orienta-
tions of q, . For collinear structures, q; =+q =km sina
(a is the angle between the easy axis and Q},one has

I=2f (H+k)q I2+( —1)"+"+'[rl,z —zlz~]], (A5)

where g; =1 if the atoms i and j have parallel moments
and g,"=—1 if the atoms i and j have antiparallel mo-
ments. It can be seen right away that the intensity of col-
linear F, G, A, and C modes (g»=z}z4) are identical
I„G~c-4f(H+k)q, because they represent identical
magnetic structures for the propagation vector
k =(—,', 0, —,

' ). A simple change of the origin renumbers the
atoms in such a way as to change the "label" of the mag-
netic mode.

Expression (A5) can be identically zero for
z}»

———ilz~= 1 and h+k+1=2n+1 (or in the case
zl»= —zlz4= —1 and h+k+1=2n ) that corresponds to
three atoms of the chemical unit cell having the same
magnetic moment antiparallel to the fourth one. Such
configurations are indistinguishable from those of F, G,
A, or C modes for powder samples. The reason (for
Yf $3 Yf24 1 ) is that reflections H +k, with
5+k+1=2n, of intensity I=2IFGAC appears to overlap
with those with null intensities. A configuration of type
(+++—) corresponds to a relative shift, t= [—,', —,', 0] of
two consecutive A layers (Fig. 6).

The total number of independent magnetic reflections
in the accessible half reciprocal sphere (D18, A. =2.52 A,
28,„=85 ) is 64, but due to the weakness of the magnet-
ic reflections and to the powder samples we dispose of a
small number of observations: only six (eight) clusters
with a single integrated intensity can be used to solve the
magnetic structure for PrNi03 (NdNi03). Of course, the

F(H+k) =F(h+ —,', k, l+ —,
'

)

=f(H+k }[ m4( —1)"—mz( —1)"+'

+i[m, ( —1)"+mz( —1)~+']] .

(A3)

The intensity is proportional to the square of the perpen-
dicular component of F to the scattering vector g,
I=~Fi~ . Calling q;=eXm, Xe, where e=g/Q, the in-

tensity is given by,

refinement of the model with the Rietveld method takes
into account all the reflections.

The determination of the magnetic structure was first
performed by a trial and error method selecting particu-
lar values of the coeScients M~ in order to reproduce
the experimental intensities. Second, a program based in
the "simulated annealing" (SA) optimization method
was used to study the "degeneracy" of the solutions, that
is, the different magnetic orderings compatible with the
observed pattern. This program applies the Metropolis
algorithm for a search in the configurational space of the
orientation and magnitude of the magnetic moments
minimizing the R factor. After an exhaustive analysis we
realized that several solutions gave nearly the same
powder pattern for the case of PrNi03. Many of them
correspond to a change of the origin (as discussed above
for collinear structures) or to pseudo "configurational
domains" coming from the pseudocubic character of
these perovskites: the propagation vector in the corre-
sponding cubic subcell is ( —,', —,', —,') which has an eight-
armed star. In all cases the y component was nearly zero
and the values M& =0 (Vv, A, ), were assumed for the sub-

sequent analysis. The best equal-moment solution is

(F„,O, G, =0) that corresponds to the first partner of the
irep T, . However, the second partner (G„=O,O, F, }gave

very similar results. The saturated magnetic moment at
the Ni site for these solutions was 0.90(2)lzzi at 1.5 K.

Another magnetic ordering compatible with the ob-
served di8'raction pattern is that corresponding to non-
equal-moment magnetic structures. Only two of the
four Ni atoms in a primitive cell have a moment

pN; = l. Sp&. The appealing feature of this alter-
native view is that the Ni ions can be considered as
split into two kinds of nonequivalent Ni + species:
Niz+-HS(tz d', d', , ) and diamagnetic Ni +-

LS(tz d,d, , ). The drawback is that no evidence of
g z x2 —y

the coexistence of these two states has been found in the
analysis of the crystal structure. '

The combined ordering of Nd and Ni moments below
20 K in NdNi03 clearly breaks the degeneracy of the
solutions for the Ni ordering found in PrNiOz (and in

NdNiOz at higher temperatures). A careful analysis, us-

ing the SA technique, was performed in order to deter-
mine whether the observed magnetic intensities of
NdNi03 at 1.5 K were compatible with the non-equal-

moment structure for Ni, i.e., two kinds of electronic
configurations (HS and diamagnetic LS) for eventual
Ni + ions. We have explored many configurations con-
straining only the value of the Ni moments and the re-
sults can be reduced basically to the two following mod-
els.

Model 1 (Low-spin Ni +): Ni sublattices coupled ac-
cording to the basis functions (F„,O, G, ) and moments
fixed. All M& =0, except M&„and M&„which were
constrained to give m(Ni)=0. 9pzr. The Nd sublattices
were divided into two types of sites, one with zero mo-
ments m(Ndz) =m(N13) =0 and the other with equal mo-
ments rn(Nd&)=rn(Nd&). Corresponding to the basis
function (V„,O, V, ), i.e., ail M& =0 except Mi and

1M), .
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Model 2 (High-spin Ni + and low-spin Ni +): The Ni
atoms 2 and 4 were attributed a zero moment:
M I =M& and M~ =0, with the value
m(Nit)=ttt(Ni&)=1. 8lsa. The four Nd sublattices were
constrained to have the same magnetic moment:

Mia M2a and M~ =0, or Mla M2a and M~ =0.
Model 1 gives the best result and corresponds simply to

a magnetic structure where the two types of magnetic
sites existing in the compound are coupled within the
same irep. The results are summarized in Table I.

The best result obtained with Model 2 corresponds to
the following values for the reference atoms:

Ni site: 4 '++ '

=2(m» —m&„,ttt, y+rn3y, m» —m3z)

m(Ni, )=(0.42, 0, 1.75),

Nd site: 4&'+%&'=2(C„F,C, ),
m(Nd, )=(0.7,0, 1.5), m(Nd)=1. 7@~

The observed and calculated integrated intensities of the
best fits for the two models, obtained with the SA pro-

cedure, are shown in Table II.
A more general variant of Model 1 was also explored.

The Nd sublattices were divided in two types of sites with
two undetermined moments, the coupling between the
two Nd atoms within each site was also a variable in the
SA procedure: all M& are variable except M&„=0and
the constraint giving a common moment for Nd& and

Nd4, as well as for Ndz and Nd3. The SA method con-
verged towards Model 1, as presented above: in different
runs the magnetic moment for the pairs Nd2-Nd3 was
found to be negligible within the experimental error.

The above considerations led us to conclude that the
magnetic structure in NdNi03 is that described by equal
Ni moments and nonequal Nd moments (Model 1). If we
assume a similar Ni-moment orientation in PrNi03, we
can also conclude that the magnetic structure should cor-
respond to the first one, =F„andm (Ni) =0.9)M&.

The fine details of the magnetic structure in both com-
pounds could be determined only by using single crystals,
which are not available at present, and polarized neu-
trons. However, the main physical consequence of the
magnetic ordering in this system, the orbital superlattice,
is largely determined by the propagation vector itself.
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magnetic moment in planes perpendicular to the propagation
vector k=( 4, 4, 4 ), is given by m~ = A cos(2~kR+P)u
= A cos(pn/2+/)u with pEZ. The intensity of a magnetic
reflection for the scattering vector Q=2e(H+k) is pro-
portional to IFil = 1m' I I(maQ)Q/g'I' which does
not depend on P. For P =0 the magnetic moments
in consecutive planes perpendicular to k follow the sequence
(+0—0+0—0 ), where the non-null moments have a

magnitude mo=A. For P=(2n+1)m/4, all the moments
have the same magnitude, mo= A/V2, and the sequence is
(++——++—— ). Both configurations are indistin-

guishable by neutron-scattering experiments. If one considers
collinear structures, from formula (A5) is easy to see that by
putting two atoms with null moments it is always possible to
get a solution for q =m sina.






